Year
Month

Series Theme
Viewing Rooms
Featured
Programs

March,
2014

Date Title
3/6
3/6
3/13

When ageing
meets birthrate

3/20

Tomorrow will be better? So-called progress…
Global Deficit Crisis and Aging Tsunami
Aging，a strange life path
Who do I rely on? Expert: This misplaced

3/27

thinking
What are the necessary conditions for

4/3
April,
2014

Relationship
Between Human
and Environment

participating in public decision-making?
Do you choose health, industrial development,

4/10

4/24

or environmental sustainability?
Empty health invisible killer, how to prevent?
Nuclear energy in Taiwan, does or not do

Renewable
Energy
Development
May,
2014

5/1

nuclear energy?

5/8

Outlook of renewable energy
Energy Options - Various Combinations Have

5/15

Pros and Cons

5/22

Extreme weather has become normal?
Discussing the Climate Change from the

5/29

The Nature of
Climate Change

Relationship between Human and
Environment
Gambling-style disaster-relief and fortune-

6/5

June,
2014

telling land planning. Really wants to
change?
What is sustainable? How to implement

6/12

sustainable development.

The concept of risk management under
6/19

6/26

7/10

climate change.

The trouble is not unknown, but it is an
undeniable mistake.
Talk about Half-agricultural Semi-X
The gap between ideals and reality: From

7/17
July,
2014

a perpetual perspective to the green
economy

Green Economy
Transformation begins with the pursuit of
7/24

7/31

social fairness and justice
Neglected State Founded: Agriculture
Incredible facts: What remained in the

8/7

Taiwanese society after that
The Future of Kaohsiung Petrochemical

8/14
August,20
14

Urban Disaster
Prevention

Industry
From "Knowing" to "Doing": Looking at the

8/21

Prevention and Relief of Kaohsiung's Air
Explosion from the Prevention Principle
Talking about Science Education in Taiwan

8/28

9/4
New capitalism
September,
2014

9/11
9/18

New capitalism

9/25

from Kaohsiung's Disillusionment
From Capitalism to Social Enterprises
The "fight economy" in the transformation
The best and worst times

Viewing Rooms
Featured
Programs

Food Safety

Smart Conscience - Making money is sin?

10/2

Is food insecure and can only swallow
first?

Years 103
National Day

10/9

Special Program

October,
2014

10/1
6
Food Safety
10/2
3

The prosperity is no longer the choice that
Taiwan is facing?

"One Piece, Only Five Hairs"

Lessons from industry: The basis for
pursuing profit maximization is originally
morality.

Viewing Rooms
Featured
Programs

10/3
0

If Ebola is really in Taiwan
The electorate polishes the "city

November,
2014

Urban

11/6

reinvention" shouted by candidates

11/2
0

Our yesterday, today, and tomorrow

Reproduction
The rebuilding is actually the people's
11/2
7

heart: the former chief executive of the
Morakot Reconstruction Commission
before the interview

December,
2014

Social enterprise
innovation

12/4

"Young" X "innovation" is the driving force
behind progress, or the source of conflict?

12/1
8

The Overall Truth About Corporate Social
Responsibility from the Effect of TSMC in
Kaohsiung Gas Blast

12/2
5

1/8

January,
2015

Brown Economy
Industry

How about a discount of 800 yuan for each
electricity bill from this year?!

Anyway, advanced science and technology
can always solve everything?

At the critical moment of the "westerly
1/15

winds moving eastward," Asia still chooses
the old European and American roads!?

Transformation

Why dare to say "The worst times may also
1/22

be the best times"？

2/5

Use "incentives" to lead the transition

February,
2015

"Professional knowledge"? "common
Climate Change

2/12

and Energy

sense"! It turned out that climate change
has caused troubles.!

Sustainability
March,
2015

3/12

April,
2015

4/2

Nuclear power goes, green power comes?
Is the tax status in Taiwan sound?

4/9

The countdown to the world's low taxation,
fight the economy or rich economy?

Justice
Magnifying
Glass Looks at

4/16

Taiwan real estate owners can stay away?
Is room tax reform a poison or a cure?

Tax System
Zeng Juwei: Understanding the Path to
4/23

5/7

Tax Reform in Taiwan Throughout His Life
"I'm Don Quixote"

Want to buy clean food, really hard? Start
with "know your farmer"!

Agricultural
Governance

Is it more and more insensitive to food

Innovation and
Transformation

scandals? The "low-energy government"
5/14

has caused trouble! ? Interview with
Director of Food Safety Office Kang
Zhaozhou

May,
2015
5/21

Low carbon city

the "10% spell?"

Talking about Jia Shen's famous remark in

governance
innovation and

Why are political stars unable to escape

5/28

transformation

Pingtung County's “Green Energy Building
County” that reminds me “Consumers don’t
know what they want”
Are Taiwanese people only looking at low-

June,
2015

6/4

energy media? !

6/11

Doomed to get involved in air pollution?

Invisible killer in

6/18

The next step after the subtraction?

6/25

A Song of Ice and Fire

7/2

the air

7/16
July,
2015
7/23

7/30

Energy

8/13

Transformation
August,
2015

3C high-tech products such as mobile
phones are carcinogens? ! Less alarmist? !

The Ministry of Economic Affairs is really
the biggest pollution?!

Health was stolen

It's rainy and rainy. Be careful about risk!
(8/6 replay)

Refusal of pollution, first recognize the
Taiwan energy masking door (episode 1)

and Disaster
Prevention

8/20

Is it a natural or man-made disaster?

8/27

Refusal of pollution, first recognize the
Taiwan energy masking door (episode 2)
About Dengue fever, what the government

9/3
September,
2015
Environmental
Justice and
Movement

dared not say

Why are the conditions in Taiwan so
9/10

frustrating? Taiwan's Pervasiveness under
the View of Risk Society

9/17

"Overwhelming" the new game? "COP21"
sees the truth in November!

In response to climate change, what did
9/24

Taiwan do about the same as the United
States? !

"Stone" or "cotton"? When Citizens'
October,
2015

Environmental
Justice and
Movement

Groups Are Close to the Political
10/1

Environment (episode 1)--From the
Environmental Movement to the Civil
Society in Taiwan

10/8

Suspended the original program due to the
National Day special report
"Stone" or "cotton"? When Citizens'

10/1
5

Groups Are Close to the Political
Environment (episode 2)— Weak
Protection and EIA

November,
2015

10/2
2

Suspended the original program due to an

10/2
9

One week off due to the host's stomach

interview with Hong Xiuzhu

ulcer
Suspended the original program due to an

11/5

interview with Ma Xihui

11/1
2

The True Outcome of the Taiwan Version

11/1
9

Suspended the original program due Apec

of Never Compromising

special program

Low-carbon city traffic transformation
opportunities Can the green transportation
industry take off?
11/2
6
"Carbon reduction is a good business?" Or
"the consumer is the biggest"? Gogoro
Deputy Chief of Traffic Taipei City
Is health insurance "saving money for the
12/3

December,
2015

Social Security

12/1
0

people" or "poor to see no money for
medical care?"

What is the "last step" of Taiwan's long
exposure?

and Welfare
COP21 Special Program: Taiwan Risk
12/1
7

Society Forum and Press Conference
COP21 Declaration of the World: The
Carbon Price Era Comes

12/2
4

Suspended the original program due to the
Christmas Eve Special Show

The Government considers "employment"
12/3
1

as a matter of course. However, "starting a
business" is not the responsibility of the
private sector. Why does the government
encourage entrepreneurship?

1/7

Pet parents is popular

1/14

Has Taiwan entered the era of low birth
rate and is "no worries" or "terror 1"?

"Taiwan Silicon Valley" is just a slogan,
and when these entrepreneurial

January,
2016

1/21

environments are not changed (episode 1)
- An interview with the National Taiwan
University's Innovation Center
Judge of the Youth entrepreneurial

Social
innovation

assessment: Social enterprises cannot rely
1/28

on the public's "good intentions" when they
think about it.
"Taiwan Silicon Valley" is just a slogan,
and when these entrepreneurial

2/4
February,
2016

environments are not changed (episode 2)- Interview with the Venture Capital
Association TVCA

Disaster and
Governance

3/10

[Restoration of the Great Earthquake

victims in Southern Taiwan] was actually a
human heart
[Restoration of the Great Earthquake
victims in Southern Taiwan] Killer, is the
3/17

soil liquefaction? earthquake? Or manmade?
[Restoration of the Great Earthquake

3/24

victims in Southern Taiwan] What's the socalled public policy?
The shipwreck on the North Coast

3/31

continues. Is it not possible?

【[Taiwan Earthquake Challenge] latest
statistics! "Five percent of all residential
units in Taiwan are built before September
4/14

21." - The new and old cabinets are most
concerned about the policy "Anjiaguyuan".
Is it the earthquake-resistant elixir? Or
empty talk? 】

[Taiwan's "Seismic Challenges" research
warning: After the 7th or more earthquake
4/21

in Japan, Taiwan will surely shake? ! Interview with Wang Zhonghe of the
Academia Sinica (episode 1)]

[Taiwan's Earthquake Challenge] is still
4/28

"knowing but not worried" in the face of
disaster?]

5/12

【"Misunderstanding of Taiwan’s drought
and flood“ Hong-Yuan Lee: It is not without
solution, but it is not under the condition of
“minor violence” packaged by “citizen
participation” 】

5/19
["Misunderstanding of Taiwan’s drought
and flood"," Hong-Yuan Lee: It is not a
solution, but it is not under the "little
violence" packaged by "citizen
participation."]
5/26
["Misunderstanding of Taiwan’s drought
and flood" The University of Cambridge is
the worst city in the world to suffer from
natural disasters in 301 cities. Academics:
The number one public enemy is currently
responsible for the storm.]
6/9
[Taiwan's new appearance: fight against
disasters]
6/23
[Taiwan's New Look: From Loss to WinWin - Interview with Deputy Director of
EPA Zhan Shungui]
6/30
[Taiwan's new appearance: The three laws
of the country are in place and the natural
disasters have solution?]

7/14
[The most often overlooked business
opportunities? From land to sea]
7/21
[The most hopeless reform topics?
Comprehensive land consolidation policy]

[National Taiwan University’s New Energy
August,
2016

8/4

Center: Do not follow the “energy law” in
three steps. Non-nuclear homes are empty
talks.]

Climate
Change Energy

8/18

【 Interview with Taiwan Governor Gao
Ruping】

and Industry

8/25

9/8

9/15

[The next trillion-dollar business
opportunity in the era of carbon pricing]

Energy transformation weakens economic
growth? - Germany VS Taiwan

In "agricultural countries," they only saw
subsidies and no agricultural policies?

Agricultural
production and
biodiversity in

9/22

climate change
October,
2016

10/6

"60% forest coverage" + "less than 0.1%
wood self-sufficiency rate" represent...

[Did there remain only "agriculture for
trade"?]

10/1
3

[When you can't throw away the rubbish of
your home, can you listen to the hardships
of the Commonwealth?]

10/2
0

[Extreme weather kills? Research shows
that cold heat more threatens the health of
the people!]

[The world is unpredictable; how can we

Novembr,
2016

11/3
The health of

live better? Experts: I believe that I will
suffer accidents and no accidents will
occur.

climate change

11/1
7

【Carbon Reduction? Paris Agreement
came into effect, but Trump retired after
taking office! 】

11/2
4

[Trump's Hundred Days Reform? The
world's "new" bureau?]

[Food issue in Japan's nuclear disaster

December,
2016

area] The only non-out-of-kind public issue
is the people not having the option of "big

Risk Society /
Food Safety

12/1

sigh replaced head"? Interview with Mr.
Zhou Guitian, Ms. Wu Yuyu, and Mr. Kang
Zhaozhou – Discussing Risk Assessment
and Risk Communication from Nuclear
Food Openness

Risk Society /
Low Carbon
Economy

Climate
change/health

The greener, the much you earn?! It is an
12/8

entrepreneur, a revolutionary, and even a
missionary.

12/2
9

[“Get Back the Opportunity!” --Interview
with Prof. Su Huizheng, President of
Success University]

January,
2017

The host broadcasts on his own (not with
the center)
Flip the global warming= "adult" thing? In

February,
2017

2/9

fact, you do not know my heart…

Flip the global warming = "adult" thing?
2/16

Energy conservation is invisible power
generation!

DDPP Topics
Flip the global warming = "adult" thing?

March,
2017

3/2

Click to create a big difference in
environment
Flip the global warming = "adult" thing?

3/9

2017 Taiwan

3/16

Risk Analysis

Can you enjoy the green building on
"Taller"?

< How to Transform episode 1> 6 years of
power crisis?

Report
3/23

"<How to Transform episode 2> Taiwan's

new development vision - start from the
energy transformation

Looking ahead to the plan for 880 billion
3/30

people to pay taxes in 8 years, "send and
send" to "election binding"?

Looking forward to planning 880 billion

April,
2017

4/6

people to pay tax in eight years, "send and
send hair" to the "mosquito park"?

Looking ahead to the plan, 880 billion
4/13
Forward-

people will pay tax in eight years, and will
“send and send” to “have more extremes in
drought and flood”?

looking project

Looking forward to the 880 billion people's
4/20

tax payment in the past eight years, "send
and send" to the "Money Track"?
"Forward-looking" or "money dip"?

4/27

May,
2017

Forwardlooking project

5/4

2017 Taiwan
Risk Analysis
Report

Listening academics in-depth review!

After President Tsai was angry for a week,
was the plan even more "forward-looking"?

Green milestone! The first offshore wind
5/18

power project in Taiwan started to operate
this year!

Information risk

5/25

Ransomware _ Are you a high-risk group
you want to cry?

2017 Taiwan
June,
2017

Risk Analysis
Report

6/1

6/8
6/15

Transforming pain? Economic Strategy for
Energy Transformation

When droughts and floods become normal,
what should be done when "In hot water?"

Paris
agreement
Is Paris agreement possible? U.S.
6/22

withdrawal, China promotion, EU solids,
Taiwan should be careful?

Social impact
assessment

July,
2017

Forward plan
review

6/29

7/6

7/13

Social impact
assessment

Lose more! What is the good solution for
the EIA deadlock?

Look forward to regulations! How to "look
ahead" without "money"
Replay 7/6

Will Taiwan become a "flower of the
7/20

mainland"? How the EIA does not choose
between "economic" and "sustainable"

7/27
August,
2017
8/3

Current issues

8/10

- Electricity crisis

8/17

Let development be both sustainable

None of my business? "Parties" in the
"Mining Law"
Replay 2016/8/4

Another wave of energy revolution to see the
Low-carbon
forward-looking

vehicle! Hydrogen vehicle? Electric car?
8/24

technology

Current issues Poisonous food

Officials are required! Food Safety Solution
8/31

can’t procrastinate.

safety
Low-carbon
September,
forward-looking
2017
technology

Hot summer! More and more tight shop!
9/7

Low-carbon
urban

More and more sad days?

Power transformation, not work? The
9/14

League of Circles makes scores for each

development

county government

Low-carbon

Taiwan's unparalleled global goldsmithing!

forward-looking

9/21

technology

Low-carbon

Can trash change resources and save the
world?!

9/28

[New Taipei Addiction Festival?] New

October,
2017

November,
2017

urban

Taipei City, which is unique in Taiwan, has

development

made great progress in power saving!

Low-carbon
urban
development

Low-carbon
urban
development

10/1
2

When the "industry town" meets "energy
saving and carbon reduction"...

Thanksgiving ~ praise ~ Taiwan's best
11/2

energy transformation model in the
hometown! The soldier’s great skill opens
up
use electric replacing the lungs?

Air pollution

11/9

Air pollution

11/2
3

"National disease and national
production"? The biggest problem in the
era of pollution

December,
2017

January,
2018

Air pollution

11/3
0

Air pollution

12/7

Just concern how to abolish nuclear,
regardless of lung cancer?
Urgent crisis before 2025

Energy saving and carbon reduction not
Featured
program

1/4

only save the earth, but also fight the
economy? ─ Interview with the Institute of
Chemistry, Academia Sinica

Public Lecture
Series of Fubon
the Globalised
Word

"Non-nuclear" and "Stop Pulmonary
1/18

Cough" - Surpass the 14+N air pollution
control

Public Lecture

Sustainable? ! Is it too bad now, but also

Series of Fubon

talk about sustainability?

the Globalised

1/25

Word

February,
2018

The center’s
publishing

2/1

Hualien
Earthquake

March,
2018

2/8

challenge episode 1> predictable?
Scientists: There are tracks to follow

The center’s
publishing

2/15

Hualien
Earthquake
Series Report

2/22

Read to save the earth, the new choice of
annual leave PART2
<Taiwan Earthquake Challenge episode 2>
Killer is an earthquake? Black Heart
Builder? Or move not even more
Thanksgiving ~ admiration - flipping

3/1

Youth poverty,
low salary

annual leave PART1

<Is the earthquake in Taiwan's earthquake

Series Report

Featured
program
(Low-carbon
urban
development)

Read to save the earth, the new choice of

pollution, power crisis, everyone can make
a great effort

How does the "Series Report" make "a
3/15

bright future for the poor" a better future?
RSPRC: The direction of innovation is...

Current issues
Shenao Power
Plant

<Shenzhen Coal Plant Environmental
3/22

Impact Assessment> 2025... Non-Nuclear
Homeland? Air pollution homes?

